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INTRODUCTION
 

Offering maximum adventure for an affordable price, Honda's LAMS
approved CB500X with its light weight and upright riding position captures
a new generation of adventure riders

THE ADVENTURE STARTS HERE
If you could use a little more adventure in your life—and who couldn’t?—the LAMS approved CB500X can deliver on that idea at a surprisingly
affordable price. That's the beauty of owning an adventure-style bike like the CB500X; every time you look at this bike it just about begs you to take
it out in search of new roads, undiscovered places and amazing sights to see. The CB500X is not just a great ride, it’s also equipped with a load of
features that give it an extra dose of versatility.

Adventure-style seating position makes for unrestricted maneuvering and keeps the rider comfortable during adventure trips, commuting or short
hops around town. Perfect for learner rider ready for any adventure. For more information on the CB500X visit the dedicated minisite click here

ALL-NEW ENGINE
The 500cc liquid-cooled parallel-twin DOHC engine is thoroughly modern in design and produces a broad power spread for enjoyable and
economical riding. Four-valve cylinder head design uses lightweight rocker-arm valve actuation with shim-type valve adjustment.

Programmed Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) continuously monitors several variables to ensure the correct fuel mixture is delivered for the existing riding
and atmospheric conditions for crisp throttle response throughout a wide variety of riding conditions.

An engine counterbalancer and 180-degree crankpin reduce engine vibration for superior rider comfort.

SUSPENSION & CHASSIS
The Diamond-shaped 35mm steel tube frame is lightweight and rigid for responsive sport handling and the stout 41mm front fork with 4.9 inches of
travel returns a plush yet controlled ride.

While the sophisticated Pro-Link® single-shock rear suspension offers nine-stage spring preload adjustability and 4.7 inches of controlled travel.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES



 

 

SPECS
 

Honda's Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) is standard on the CB500X, ensuring enhanced braking characteristics in less than ideal conditions. While
the lightweight cast aluminum wheels, 120/70-17 in front and 160/60-17 rear, return a sporting feel and handling traits.

The wide handlebars are designed specifically to fit the adventure-style rider ergonomics. With an amber-tinted instrument display features
speedometer, tachometer, odometer/A&B tripmeters, fuel gauge, clock, mpg, average fuel consumption, and current fuel consumption you're ready
to tackle any adventure.

The CB500X is available in Australia in Matt Gunpowder Black Metallic OR White. Please note images show overseas models, colours may vary.

LAMS APPROVED
Perfect for learner riders, the CB500X is LAMS approved

Please consult your local authority before purchasing a motorcycle for learner use. Each state and territory has its own regulations relating to the
range of motorcycle models approved under the Learner Approved Motorcycle Scheme. Honda does not warrant or represent that the models
shown are approved in each state and territory

ENGINE

ENGINE TYPE 471cc Liquid-Cooled, parallel twin

BORE AND STROKE 67mm x 66.8mm

COMPRESSION RATIO 10.7 : 1

STARTER Electric

CARBURATION PGM FI

TRANSMISSION 6-speed

FRAME



DIMENSIONS 2,095mm x 830mm x 1,290mm

WHEEL BASE 1,421mm

SEAT HEIGHT 810mm

GROUND CLEARANCE 170mm

FUEL CAPACITY 17.3L

KERB WEIGHT 192Kg

TYRE

FRONT 120/70ZR - 17M/C (On-Off Pattern)

REAR 160/60ZR - 17M/C (On-Off Pattern)

SUSPENSION

FRONT Conventional Telescopic, 41mm

REAR Prolink mono with 9 stage Preload adjuster, steel square pipe swingarm

BRAKES

FRONT Single Wavy Disc, 320mm, 2 POT calliper

REAR Single Wavy Disc, 240mm, 1 POT calliper

NOTE

COLOUR Matt Gunpowder Black Metallic OR White

IMAGES Please note images show overseas models
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VISIT HONDA MOTORCYCLES WEBSITE

For terms and conditions please visit http://about.hondampe.com.au/Terms_and_Conditions

The information in this document is valid as of 12/05/2015. For the most up to date information please visit http://motorcycles.honda.com.au
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